Let G = (V, 1?) be a directed graph and n denote IVI.
. (log n)) with error probability < l/n, and by a Las Vegas algorithm in expected time O((lf(n)+nM(k)) .k), where M(n) denotes the number of arithmetic steps for multiplying two n x n matrices (Al(n) = 0(n2.3755)). Our Monte Carlo algorithm improves on the best previous deterministic and randomized time complexities for k > no. *9; e.g., for k = @, the factor of improvement is > n0.G2. processors by a factor of (log n)2 (this factor is not optimal, but suffices for us).
For our probability estimates below, we assume that n is not too small, e.g., n~64 would suffice.
s-t numberings for directed graphs
We generalize the notion of s-t numberings to 2-vertex connected digraphs, and show the following. THEOREM 3.1. Let G = (V, E) be a 2-vertez connected directed graph, and s and t be any two vertices of G, Then, there is a numbering r : V + {1, . . .,n} of V (i. e., T is a bijection) such that (i) n(s) = 1 and r(t)= n, and
(ii) for each v E V -{s, t}, there is a successor w with r(w) > r(v) and a successor u with T(U) < r(v).
The numbering ir is called a directed s-t numbering.
Instead of proving Theorem 3.1 directly, we prove a generalization. 
where A is the (n -k) x (n -k) matrix whose ijth entry, is at most~. Therefore, the probability that rank(~(c) (U)) is less than k, which is at most the probability y that either det(A) = O mod p or det(g(c, V)) = Omodp, is at most~+~<~. [k/(n-k)l).
For subsets U of V with IUI = k, the running time for
To estimate the cost of log n/ log(n/k) calls of test root, note that when k s n/2, then log n/ log(n/k) < log n, otherwise, log n/ log(n/k) < k log n/(n -k).
The next theorem sums up the above discussion. Output: if G is k-connected, accept it with probability >1 -l/rz, otherwise reject it with probability y > 1 -1/n. begin let k'= flog n/log(rz/k)l; 
